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In the rapid development of contemporary society, the progress of the information 
technology industry is also very obvious. And express industry in today's hottest, and 
only rely on complete information system can effective for customers to provide 
perfect service, so as to obtain their competitiveness in the market. In the express 
industry, the application of the computer is more and more needed, it can play an 
important role in the management of the. However, the application of the computer is 
not through enough, it is only the past manual operation to complete the work into a 
computer processing. In order to let express the industry healthy and rapid 
development, it is necessary to start from the following aspects, which include the 
function: order processing, shipment tracking, customer billing, processing costs, 
fundamental operations management, warehousing and distribution management, 
express freight vehicle tracking, Express newspaper decision table etc. 
In the traditional research of express business needs, the paper design the express 
management system based on J2EE and used is net of the classic three-tier 
architecture, using software engineering design ideas of system design, system mainly 
includes the delivery and arrival management, peer to outsource the management, on 
behalf of the receivables management, document management, reconciliation and 
management, vehicle management, report management decisions, and basic 
operations management and cost management the several functional modules, system 
deployment the B/S architecture, so that system changes, strengthen the flexibility and 
applicability of the system. 
Express management system has strong structure, good expansibility, the system 
on-line greatly improves the efficiency of logistics management business, to company 
in time and money, saving a lot of resources, but also improve the courier delivery 
efficiency, customers and the industry reflect generally good, is good to enhance the 
company's competitiveness and performance. 
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